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Graph metrics

Network connectivity structure 
(and it’s reconfiguration with task 
demands) relates to behavior3

Concurrent demands can impair 
working memory (WM) performance

Manipulate stimulus interference with 
same or different category distractors

Manipulate attentional demand with and 
easier or harder intervening visual search

Beta series connectivity4

WM disruption may come from several 
sources

Stimulus competition1

Attentional competition2

Dual-task attentional demands can hurt or 
help WM performance depending on 
stimulus interference level

Whole brain networks become more 
integrated (i.e., connected) during greatest 
combined task demand

Rostral frontal nodes increase between-
network connectivity, while parietal nodes 
increase within-network connectivity, with 
high dual-task demand

Measures of correlated fluctuations in 
fMRI BOLD signal (i.e., functional 
connectivity) can be used to describe 
large scale brain organization

Q = modularity, strength of segregation into 
communities

PC =  participation coefficient, strength of 
connectivity with other sub-networks

10 mins rest

10 task runs (× 24 dual-task trials per run)

n = 18 (after exclusions for missing data)

Model individual trials, sort betas by condition

Parcellate into 
264 nodes 

(Brainnetome atlas)

Extract beta-series 
from each node

Cross-correlate 
all nodes

Calculated using the Louvain algorithm (gamma=1), 
and community detection using consensus 
clustering (250 iterations) run on the un-
thresholded, weighted, signed connectivity matrices

WMDz =  within-module degree, strength of 
connectivity within node’s own sub-network

Click for univariate contrasts of:

High Interference > Low Interference

Hard Search > Easy Search

Interference x Search Difficulty Interaction

Click for other 
behavioral measures

Click for individual plots
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Click on brains for 
expanded views
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